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Introduction

 
 

The Complete Guide to Spell Protection is a book Channelled by
God (Aliza) through Charmaine The Clairvoyant Medium (The
Good One) which covers everything a Professional Psychic or any
person learning to be a psychic, needs to know to protect
themselves against spells from the Darkside.

 

This book covers topics such as

 



Spell Protection
Protection from being sued....
Removal of Spells
Psychic Protection

...and more.

 

Nostradamus (the famous seer), Elvis Presley and God are my
teachers on a spiritual plane.

We wish to lead people to God and their Angels through using their
six sense.

 

You need to ask your Angels to talk to you!

They have always been there.

Anything that talks about your problems is the dark side.

ie.  Paedophiles and killers which go against God. That is why the
world is so sick.

And people do tend to listen to the negative in our world of free will.

 

Tip

Just a note, which may help?

Ask for Archangel Michael, to protect you and the rooms you’re
in when you are reading this book!



Ask Aliza to pay Archangel Michael what he wants to be paid
and deserves for protecting you..... 
If he has not got a bank account, ask for one to be set up for
him. Let him and Aliza, know the bank account details for
money to go in and out of? 
 

 Also to protect your book from all Negativity, while you read
your book, each time you read it? (Please include protection,
for front, back and sides of house, plus the rooms adjacent to
the ones you are in) The reading will be more enjoyable. No
negativity and the words going over your head…etc…

The Lord's Prayer should be said in the morning and at night to
protect you from all harm. 

It should be done as your daily routine.

It would be a good idea if work environments said the Lord's
Prayer as well.

 

 

These affirmations will help you achieve great heights spiritually and
will improve your everyday wellbeing. When you recite these
affirmations, you should include all your friends, family, loved ones,
and animals.



 

About The Author



 
 



 

 

Charmaine The Clairvoyant Medium (The Good One)

I've been practising for 30 years as a Clairvoyant Medium. 
I aim to bring out the truth about Clairvoyance to lead people to God
and his Angels. through using their sixth sense.....

God (Aliza) is my Teacher which very few Psychics in the World
have......Also Elvis Presley is my Teacher on the spiritual plane and
Nostradamus is part of my earlier teachings on a spiritual plane.

 



 
 

 

This book, if you use it and listen to your inner guidance and act
upon it, can help you achieve in your daily life. It may help make your
dreams come true in career, business and love.... 
 

I have a Hydrogen car  to pull off, and gain a Music contract.....

Also for 30 years,  up to 2018 , I have had a spiritual courtship with
an entertainer. And I lived in a Haunted House with Evil Spirits
attacking me night and day for 25 years, until God (Aliza) came on
board...I was told a jealous psychic did put a spell on me!

I also have another related book called  The New Age Bible
Clairvoyant Manual . 

You work out God, his Angels and all those Psychics for yourself
through my life story and works....If you are in the arts or
entertainment industry you may find being a psychic is maybe what
you are missing out on?   

Everybody has the gift. It is given to everybody from God (Aliza). We
all have Guardian Angels that talk to us, entertain us and help guide
us in our future path......

Just ask them to talk to you? By law you have to ask them !

 



   And when the time is right they will....(You may need a cleansing
technique , to help them tune in to you and work with you, which is in
my Clairvoyance Manual)

Remember all your thoughts are not all your own? And anything that
talks about your problems is the Dark Side.   (Don't listen to them
and tell them to go away?)

Also my Teachings will greatly help you !

Also beware of jealous psychics that place spells upon you and your
works, to stop you from becoming successful?   If you are in the Arts
or the entertainment Industry you don't stand much of a chance
unless you are a psychic and use protection from other Psychics and
listen to the Teachings!

 

 

Website: https://www.charmainesworld.com

Email: charmaine@charmainesworld.com

 

Helpful Tip:   Key in everything with your Angels.....Then add a
code, for everything....So each time you don't have to go
through everything.........Do this for all your works. 
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Aliza

 

 

 
 

 

Aliza says he looks like Neil Finn, from Crowded House..... 
And that he lives, on a farm, in Rockhampton, Australia. 
He says, near a bird sanctuary .
Aliza does all his work with his Angels, in the morning, for the
betterment of the World and people.  Then he works on his farm or



other things? 
Aliza lived a very hard life while alive, to learn all his lessons......? 
He is a superior being, of the highest....But just like us, he is human
and has lived the lives, we live.....? 
There was a God, before Aliza, long ago who has gone
elsewhere....?. 
Aliza has been with us, for many a thousand years..... 
Just like us, he is a normal Human being.....of the upmost highest..... 
Those, that have learnt all their lessons and have good karma, can
eventually have their own kingdom to rule.....? 
But, not many would wish it upon themselves, to learn the
lessons..... 
Aliza had the whole book thrown at him and heartbreak. 
He is on his own.......and prefers it that way, until the day comes......? 
Aliza likes Tina Arena as a female companion and as a potential
love interest. Tina was a singer around the year 1990's era.  

 

 



 
 

 

 



Check for Spell Attacks
 

Each day, ask for the most common things attacked? 
Just a select few to see if a spell has been placed, so you know? 
Then,  remove all the spells, as said below.... 
Key in everything listed below and everything else you can think
of.....? 
Do this every day, for one month.... 
Then, if you think of anything else, just ask them to add that to the
keywords, for Spell Protection....

 

Ask everything to be placed into a "Code" for Spell Protection
and to be lifted off, as many times as to see clear, sent to the
Universe as Healing......Name the code.....? 
Same code for most things similar, will do? 
When keyed in, after a month, you can wave you're hand and just
say "Lift Off?" 
Everything keyed in, for Spell Protection, for everything and
everyone I have keyed in, that I look after and including myself? 
You should include, your guides, teachers, warriors and animals. 
They may have been jailed too? Just ask for them to be released
and maybe a padlock has been used or lock? 
Ask for it to be broken or unlocked...?
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